
Season 015:  Colour



“If  you are feeling blue - try painting yourself  a different colour!”

- Hannah, age 8

PROMPT 1: MORE IS MORE by Julia

Using Iris Apfel as an inspiration, respond to her famous quote “more is more and less is a bore” go 
crazy with your colours!

PROMPT 2: COLOUR WHEEL OPPOSITES by Vanessa

Use your favourite colour to paint a background. Then turn your journal upside down and use an old 
credit card to spread a contrasting colour on top of  the background. Use a colour wheel to determine the 
perfect contrast for your chosen colour. 

PROMPT 3: RAINBOW DELIGHT

Include a rainbow in your page. 

PROMPT 4: COLOUR ASSOCIATIONS

List each colour and the words you associate with them. (e.g. these two pins: colour personalities, your 
favourite colour)

https://getmessyartjournal.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/460422761886468139/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/215398794655092683/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/215398794655092683/


“Colour is the place where our brain and the universe meet”

- Paul Klee

PROMPT 1: CHOOSING FAVOURITES by Julia

 What is your favourite colour? Use just that - solely in one page. Collage with it, paint with it, 
watercolour illustrate with it, layer with it...

PROMPT 2: A SPLASH OF COLOUR by EmK

Create a background with solely neutral colours (black/white/grey). Use one or more colours on the 
foreground to make your imagery pop off  of  the page.

PROMPT 3: A DAY IN COLOUR

How does colour affect and alter your mood? Can you tell the story of  your day in colour? 

PROMPT 4: PEOPLE IN COLOUR

Associate the people in your life with colours, like a mood ring, what shades and hues represent them and 
when? 

https://getmessyartjournal.com/


“Colour is like food for the spirit - plus it’s not addictive or fattening”

- Isaac Mizrahi

PROMPT 1: CALMING COLOURS by Julia

Colour isn’t always crazy and bright. Create a calming page using the softest, palest colours you can find 
or make. 

PROMPT 2: DEATH TO COLOUR

Imagine the world with no colour. 

PROMPT 3: HUE KNEW?

Pick out 3-5 different paints that call your attention, and then add a little black or white (more water, if  
watercolours) to them. Use these new colours on your page. By changing the hues of  these colours, you 
might just discover a new favorite palette! 

PROMPT 4: COLOUR CONVERSATION

If  you could only speak in colour, what would your conversation sound (look) like? How would you 
represent objects, thoughts and feelings with colour? 

https://getmessyartjournal.com/


“When I haven’t any blue, I use red”

- Pablo Picasso

PROMPT 1: PICASSO SAID by Julia

Respond to the Picasso quote above by creating a surreal page. Make the sun blue or an apple purple. 
How does this change the way you see things? Is it unsettling or fun for you?

PROMPT 2: RACE IS A COLOUR

Explore the current explosive situations the world is in concerning race. How have people’s skin colour 
affected relationships, status, abuse, genocide in the world in the past, currently and what are your 
predictions and hopes for the future?

PROMPT 3: A RAINBOW THREW UP ON ME

Wear the brightest, most colourful outfit you own. How does it make you feel? What reactions did you 
get? Maybe you need to do a little shopping and add a few new fun pieces into your wardrobe…

PROMPT 4: COLOUR HUNT

Go on a colour hunt around your neighborhood and notice what colours you see. Maybe you collect 
papers, take photos or take your art journal and mix the colours you see with your paints. 

https://getmessyartjournal.com/


“Green is the prime colour of  the world, and that from which its loveliness arises.”

- Pedro Calderon de la Barca

PROMPT 1: CUT & PASTE by Riet

Paint simple patterns in bright colours on lots of  different pieces of  paper. Cut these up and use them to 
create a collage.  

PROMPT 2: CAN BOYS WEAR PINK?

Explore our society’s views on gender and colour. How are they related? How have they changed? What 
do other cultures think? Do you ascribe to this? What can you do to change this a bit? 

PROMPT 3: COLOUR ROULETTE by Ashley

Place your crayons, coloured pencils, or markers in a pile. Close your eyes and choose a random colour 
from the pile. Dedicate a page to this colour only. How does it make you feel and what associations do 
you make with that colour?

PROMPT 4: COLOUR IN THE LANDSCAPE

Find a beautiful landscape you have experienced, assign a feeling to each colour in it. Write your story, 
describing the landscape, but using your words instead of  the colour names. 

https://getmessyartjournal.com/


“We are like chameleons, we take our hue and the colour of  our moral character, from those who 
are around us.”

- John Locke

PROMPT 1: LOVE-HATE RELATIONSHIP by Riet

Every one of  us has colours that he loves and colours that he hates/dislike. Create a page with one colour 
that you love and one that you don’t like. Combine these two and see if  the outcome of  this relationship 
can bring you something beautiful. 

PROMPT 2: MUSICOLOUR

Listen to a song and represent it in colour on your page. Check out the Season of  Music for more 
inspiration for this prompt. Also watch OK GO’s colour explosion music videos (Upside Down & Inside 
Out and The One Moment). 

PROMPT 3: TRIBUTE IN COLOUR by Elizabeth

Create a page inspired by someone you hold dear, using a chosen colour to represent that person.  Why 
did you choose the colour you did?  What does it signify about that person?

PROMPT 4: COLOUR INVENTORY

Make a quick reference sheet for the colours you have learned about this season. Maybe you want to make 
a reference sheet for which colours represent which feeling, person, place, etc. 

https://getmessyartjournal.com/
https://getmessyartjournal.com/representing-the-aural-or-how-to-draw-a-song/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWGJA9i18Co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWGJA9i18Co
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvW61K2s0tA
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